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Abstract: Sound-based positioning systems are a potential alternative low-cost navigation
system. Recently, we developed such an audible sound-based positioning system, based on
a spread spectrum approach. It was shown to accurately localize a stationary object. Here,
we extend this localization to a moving object by compensating for the Doppler shift
associated with the object movement. Numerical simulations and experiments indicate that
by compensating for the Doppler shift, the system can accurately determine the position of
an object moving along a non-linear path. When the object moved in a circular path with
an angular velocity of 0 to 1.3 rad/s, it could be localized to within 25 mm of the actual
position. Experiments also showed the proposed system has a high noise tolerance of up to
−25 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) without compromising accuracy.
Keywords: Doppler shift; moving object localization; spread spectrum; agricultural robot
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1. Introduction
Automated robotic systems in agriculture have been studied extensively in the last few decades [1,2].
It has been applied to various agricultural operations, such as weeding [3,4], plant monitoring [5],
application of fertilizer and chemicals [6] and harvesting [7–9]. However, to date, there have been
limited commercial applications of these agricultural robots; mainly due to their high cost. Among the
components that make up an automated agricultural robot, the navigation system is a major contributor
to the total development cost. A reduction in the price of the navigation system, combined with
optimum operating time, will enable autonomous agricultural vehicles to become economically
feasible [10]. Thus, the development of a low cost navigation system is critical to realizing the wide
spread use of commercial agricultural robots.
In existing agricultural vehicle navigation systems (see [11] for a brief review), a Real Time
Kinematics Global Positioning System (RTK-GPS) is the most widely used for determining vehicle
position. It can provide very high positioning accuracy. However, due to the high price of RTK-GPS,
it is also considered to be the main component contributing to the increased cost of these robotic
systems [12]. Therefore, finding an alternative low cost positioning system is highly sought after.
The use of a sound-based local positioning system has the potential to achieve this. Compared to other
alternative positioning systems, it offers a number of merits. It can provide high positioning accuracy
at a relatively low cost. There have been many reports of the development of sound-based positioning
systems in an indoor environment, such as Active Bat [13], Cricket [14,15], Dolphin [16–18] and
3D-Locus [18,19]. However, only a limited number have documented the use of such a system in an
outdoor environment.
In the current research, we develop an alternative outdoor navigation system for agricultural
autonomous vehicles using a sound-based positioning system. Although ultrasound has been widely
used in previous research, we use a spread spectrum sound. There are a number of characteristics that
recommend such an approach for this application. It has high noise tolerance, as well as high signal
identification properties [20]. Also, as mentioned in [21], high measurement accuracy can be achieved
using this kind of system, due to the large bandwidth and continuous nature of the spread
spectrum approach.
To date, this approach has been applied to non-agricultural settings [18,19,22–25]. In the current
research, we optimize the system to an agricultural setting, where conditions are substantially different
from previous applications. For instance, in order to obtain high positioning accuracy, there are many
factors that need to be taken into account, such as temperature gradient, wind, background noise and
the presence of obstacles. We used spread spectrum sound in which part of its spectrum is in the range
of audible sound. Hence, it gives an advantage of the low frequency sound waves for handling the
obstacles issue [22,26]. Although it will generate additional noise, it is considered to be more
applicable to an agricultural setting, where many obstacles are present.
In previous work [27], we found that high positioning accuracy can be achieved using this
positioning system for a stationary object. Within a 30 m × 30 m outdoor area, on average, the position
of a stationary object was estimated with accuracy around 20 mm. This accuracy level is sufficient for
many applications, including navigation of autonomous agricultural vehicles. The next step is to
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develop a system for localization of a dynamic/moving object. Such a sequential development process
has been used effectively to develop other systems [21,28].
To accurately locate an object, it is first necessary to accurately measure distances to that object.
In the proposed sound-based positioning system, distance is calculated by measuring the time of flight
(TOF) of the sound wave to or from the object and then multiplying by the sound velocity. When an
object is in motion, there is a frequency shift of the transmitted sound wave, due to the Doppler Effect.
Thus, the correlation calculation between received signal and replica signal will be affected, resulting
in an inaccurate estimation of the TOF and, therefore, distance estimation. This will in turn mean a
decreased accuracy in localization. Even more, for faster moving objects, a system without Doppler
compensation cannot be expected to accurately localize the object.
There are alternative solutions for moving object localization by using sound wave proposed in
previous works. Among them, filtering methods, such as the Kalman filter [21] and particle filter [28,29],
are the most popular. In [25], a tracking method with a limited range of correlation calculation was
proposed for moving object localization using a spread spectrum ultrasonic wave. In their work,
they used a limited correlation range instead of full range to prevent decreasing of the correlation
value. As stated, using this approach, a moving object with a speed of 0.2 m/s could be realized within
an average error of 50 mm. Another approach was proposed in [30]. They develop a Doppler-tolerant
receiver for an ultrasonic positioning system by using the Kasami sequence. Simulation results showed
the capability of the system to detect the signal emitted by moving a device with a velocity up to 3 m/s.
The real experiment results unfortunately did not show the actual best performance that can be
achieved, due to manufacturing defect and problems for performance evaluation when the robot is turning.
In this paper, we propose an alternative approach for accurate localization of moving objects by
compensating for the Doppler shift associated with the movement. This approach is similar to that used
in [31,32]. Beside the methodology for compensating for the Doppler shift associated with moving
objects, we also present performance evaluation results using this proposed localization system.
Furthermore, we also investigated the potential of noise to interfere with the performance of the
proposed system.
2. Spread Spectrum Sound-Based Positioning System
2.1. System Configuration
Figure 1(a) shows the configuration of the spread spectrum sound-based positioning system used.
The proposed system applies an inverse-GPS configuration, where four microphones are installed at
known positions as fixed nodes and one omni-directional speaker is installed on a mobile platform
(mobile station). Photos of the microphones and omni-directional speaker used in this work are shown
in Figure 1(b,c).
This equipment consisted of silicon microphones (MP0404UD, Knowles Electronics, Tokyo,
Japan), a speaker (FT28D, Fostex Company, Tokyo, Japan), a sound interface (Octa-Capture, Roland
Corporation, Hamamatsu, Japan), an amplifier (Kama Bay Amp Rev. B, Scythe Inc., Ichikawa, Japan)
and a personal computer (Windows XP, Core 2 duo processor 2.66 GHz and 3 GB RAM). For
simplicity, a wired system was used here. In a real life application, this would be replaced by a
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wireless system. Each microphone and mobile station is equipped with a digital thermometer to
monitor surrounding temperature, so that sound velocity could be adjusted for variation with
temperature.
Figure 1. (a) Configuration of spread spectrum sound-based local positioning system.
(b) Microphone. (c) Omni-directional speaker.

The spread spectrum sound was created from a maximum length sequence (M-sequence), pseudo
random code with Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation [33]. The main parameters of the
emitted signal were the carrier frequency, the length of the sequence and the number of carrier cycles
per code chip (chip rate). For signal detection, the sampling frequency and sampling bit, as well as
other parameters were set as shown in Table 1. To synchronize signal reception for all microphones,
especially for the arrival time calculation, a trigger signal is also sent at the time of the spread spectrum
sound emitted from the speaker, as depicted in Figure 2.
Table 1. Property of spread spectrum sound. M-sequence, maximum length sequence;
BPSK, Binary Phase Shift Keying.
Property

Value/Remark

Number of sound wave
Sampling frequency
Sampling bit
M-sequence length
Modulation
Carrier wave frequency

1
96 kHz
16 bits
1,023
BPSK
24 kHz
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Figure 2. Spread spectrum sound emission and trigger signal for synchronization.

2.2. Position Estimation Method
To estimate the position of an object in three-dimensional space, it is necessary to have at least three
distances from that object to known fixed nodes. Because our system used an inverse GPS
configuration, position estimation was as follows: when the speaker on the mobile station is located at
an unknown position (xm, ym, zm) and the four nodes are located at known positions, Ri = (xi, yi, zi),
with i denoting each of the four nodes. Using the estimated distance from the speaker to each node (dmi):

d mi 

( x m  xi ) 2  ( y m  y i ) 2  ( z m  z i ) 2

d mi  v s  t mi

(1)
(2)

where vs is sound velocity and tmi is the TOF of the sound wave, the position of the speaker can be
obtained by solving these equations. Here, a least squares method was used to solve the equation.
In this current system, it takes 150 ms to estimate the position. However, to accommodate longer
distance measurement, the period of updating position is set as 250 ms.
To calculate TOF, the trigger and arrival time of the signal were first estimated using
cross-correlation. Then, TOF was calculated as the difference between these two times. Thus,
determining detection time, obtained by detecting the peak correlation value, was critical, as this
determines the accuracy of the distance measurement, as well as positioning accuracy. This will be
elaborated on below.
3. Doppler Shift Compensation
Signal arrival time was obtained by calculating a cross-correlation value, Ci, from the received
signal, ri(n), and a replica of the transmitted signal, s(n), using Fourier transform:
N 1

Ci   sn  ri n  t 
n 0

(3)

where n = 0, 1, 2, …, N − 1 with N is the number of samples used in the Fourier transform calculation.
For efficient calculation, a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was used to calculate the correlation value
as follows:
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Ci  IFFT conj.S n Ri n

(4)

where conj.(S(n)) and R(n) are the complex conjugate of the FFT of s(n) and the complex spectrum of
FFT for ri(n), respectively. IFFT denotes the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform.
After calculating cross-correlation, a threshold operation was applied to get peak values. The signal
arrival time is then estimated from the first detected peak. The threshold value Cth is set as:
Cth 

Cmax  Cave  3  corr
2

(5)

where Cmax, Cave and σcorr are the maximum value, average and standard deviation of cross-correlation.
Based on the three-sigma rule, for normally distributed data, 99.7% data can be represented by
Cave + 3 σcorr. However, there is no information about the data distribution of the correlation signal.
Therefore, Cmax value was added. We used half of this value as the threshold, and it works well for
our system.
To compensate for the Doppler shift, another sound wave is added to the spread spectrum sound.
Thus, the transmitted sound wave s(n) is changed from Equation (6) into Equation (7):
 2f c n 
  M m 
s (n)  sin 
 fs 
 2f c n 
  M m   sin
s (n)  sin 
 fs 

 2f ds n 


 fs 

(6)
(7)

with:
 f

m  round  c n 
 2 fs 

(8)

where fc = frequency of carrier wave, fs = sampling frequency and fds = frequency of sound wave used
for detecting Doppler shift. Here, fds is set to 36 kHz.
The Doppler shift is then estimated by detecting the maximum value of the power spectrum (fds_max)
in the range 35.84–36.16 kHz. This range can be used to detect a frequency shift caused by an object
moving at a speed of up to 1.5 m/s. This speed is thought to be commensurate with general agricultural
operations. FFT was calculated from 16,384 samples for the FFT calculation, giving a 5.86 Hz
frequency resolution for Doppler shift estimation. The Doppler shift can be calculated as follows:

f ds  f ds _ max  f ds

(9)

Using this information, a new replica of the transmitted signal is re-generated using Equation (7),
replacing fc with the new value (fc_new), as follows:

 f
f c _ new  f c   c
 f ds


 f ds


(10)

A cross-correlation is then calculated using this new replica signal and the detected signal using
Equation (4). A summary of the proposed Doppler shift compensation is depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the proposed Doppler-shift compensation method.

4. Experimental Setup
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we conducted several experiments to localize
a moving object in one dimension (1D) and two dimensions (2D).
4.1. The Influence of Moving Speed
In the first experiment (Figure 4), the influence of moving speed on the performance of the
proposed method was examined. An omni-directional speaker was placed on a conveyor as the object
to be localized. The conveyor could move at variable speeds in both directions: toward and away from
the microphone. In this experiment, the distance to the moving speaker (with respect to the
microphone) was measured periodically using the spread spectrum sound system, with and without
Doppler shift compensation.
We compared the localization performance in terms of position error, as well as signal identification,
as indicated by the signal-to-noise ratio of cross-correlation (correlation SNR or SNRCorr). First,
the incoming signal (
) was detected for the case of Doppler shift compensation, and correlation
SNR was calculated as:
 N 1 * 
*
  Ci   C sig

; for Ci >0
Noise *   i 0
N 1
*
SNRCorr


*
C sig

Noise *

(11)

(12)

The asterisk symbol (*) denotes a system with Doppler shift compensation. Using the same sample
number as
(the i-th sample, where
=
), then the same procedure was used to calculate the
correlation SNR of the non-compensated system. The experiments were conducted indoors to prevent
other undesirable influences, such as wind and noise, from interfering. We also compared the result
with theoretical values obtained from numerical simulations.
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Figure 4. Experimental setup for the moving object localization in one dimension (1D).

4.2. Moving Object Localization Test
To evaluate the performance of the proposed method to localize an object moving along a
non-linear path, we developed a testbed as illustrated in Figure 5. An omni-directional speaker was
mounted on a mobile platform that could move in a circular path with an angular velocity () between
0–1.3 rad/s. A stepping motor (Plexmotion SSA-PR-42D4, Shinano Kenshi Co., Ltd., Nagano, Japan)
was used to generate the motion, and the desired angular velocity was achieved by controlling the
input signal sent to the motor. As the floor was relatively flat, only positioning in 2D space was
considered in this evaluation. Trials at different angular velocities were performed to evaluate the
influence of object speed on localization performance.
Figure 5. A testbed for moving object localization using spread spectrum sound.

4.3. The Influence of Noise
Background noise is common in an agricultural setting, especially in open fields. Therefore, we also
investigated the influence of background noise. Using the same setup as in Figure 4, white noise sound
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with a different sound signal-to-noise ratio (sound SNR) was introduced to simulate background noise.
Sound SNR is calculated as:

 sound 
sound SNR  20 log 10 

 noise 

(13)

Seven noise levels were trialed: 0, −5, −10, −15, −20, −25 and −30 (all values in dB). The
performance was then evaluated by using correlation SNR, as described in Equations (11) and (12).
5. Results and Discussion
In this section, both simulation and experimental results are presented. The simulation results were
conducted to give an extended perspective on the experiment results obtained.
5.1. The Influence of Moving Speed
Figure 6 shows a profile of the distance to the moving speaker with respect to the microphone in a
1D case. From a start position, the speaker moves at a set speed for a few seconds and then stops.
While stationary, the distance to the object was accurately determined. However, when the object is
moving, the localization estimates obtained without compensating for the Doppler shift were quite
inaccurate. When the Doppler shift was compensated for, there was accurate localization of the object.
Due to limitations with the conveyor’s speed controller, only two speeds were used in this experiment:
0.2 m/s and 0.8 m/s.
To further analyze the influence of object speed, numerical simulations in Matlab were conducted.
As shown in Figure 7, the correlation value of the detected signal obtained from the numerical
simulation was in good agreement with the experimental results. This indicates simulations can be
used to extend the analysis of the influence of object speed on the proposed localization method.
Figure 6. Profile of distance travelled by the moving speaker: (a) speaker moves toward
the microphone; (b) speaker moves away from the microphone.
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Figure 7. Correlation value of received signal for moving speed 0.2 m/s. (a) without
Doppler shift compensation; (b) without Doppler-shift compensation; (c) with Doppler shift
compensation; and (d) with Doppler shift compensation. Real experiment: (a,c);
simulation (b,d).
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The correlation SNR, as described in Equations (11) and (12), is used to compare localization
performance with and without Doppler shift compensation. This value indicates the ease with which
peak correlation could be detected, which is critical for distance measurements using sound waves.
The higher the correlation SNR value, the easier the incoming signal could be detected. As shown in
Figure 8, when attempting to localize without compensation, the correlation SNR values decreased
with increasing object speed. For localization with Doppler shift compensation, there was no
significant influence of object speed. This result concurs with the experimental results shown in
Figure 6. When the object (speaker) was moving at 0.8 m/s, the correlation SNR was almost zero. Thus,
it was difficult to detect the incoming signal correctly, and as a result, it failed to provide a correct
position for the object when there was no Doppler shift compensation.
Figure 8. Comparison of correlation signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for different moving
speed with and without Doppler shift compensation.
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5.2. Moving Object Localization Test
The localization results for an object moving in a circular path at various angular velocities are
shown in Figure 9. Generally, the position was accurately estimated. No performance degradation was
observed, even when the object was moving at a relatively high speed (1.3 rad/s).
However, there was an issue with regards to outliers. An occasional incorrect measurement was
obtained, presumably due to a disturbance, such as reflection, interference and so on (see Figure 9).
Further analysis showed that this problem was generated by erroneous distance measurements.
Figure 10 shows a profile of the measured distances to the node 3, where erroneous distance
measurements were observed.
Figure 9. Examples of outlier (marked with red circle) as the result of inaccurate distance
measurement: (a)  = 0.3 rad/s and (b)  = 1.3 rad/s.
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Figure 10. Examples of wrong distance measurements (marked with red circle) at different
angular velocity: (a)  = 0.3 rad/s and (b)  = 1.3 rad/s.
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This problem was also seen in other development systems [21,25]. To overcome this problem,
outlier rejection is necessary, regardless of the cause. We implemented an outlier rejection procedure
as follows:
(1) Get the current distance from the speaker to each fixed microphones (nodes): dm/k = [dm1/k, dm2/k,
dm3/k, dm4/k] and Doppler-shift fk = [f1/k, f2/k, f3/k, f4/k].
(2) Estimate the velocity the object is moving towards or away from each microphone vm/k = [vm1/k,
vm2/k, vm3/k, vm3/k] using the following equation:


vs
f i / k  
 1 f 0
 v s  v mi / k


(14)

where f0 = 36 kHz and c is the velocity of sound, which depends on temperature (T) as follows:
vs  331.5  0.61 T

(15)
(3) From the previous valid distance, dm/k−1 and vs/k, the predicted distance at the next time step,
=[
,
,
,
] can be estimated using a kinematics model:

= dm/k−1 + vsi/k ∆ts

(16)

where Δts is sampling time.
(4) In order to validate a new data point, a standard deviation of measurement error associated with
each fixed microphone (i) is set, and the measured distance (dm/k) is compared with the predicted
distance (
). If
 5i  dmi/k 
5i then dmi/k is a valid value, otherwise it is considered
an outlier and rejected.
Note: The value of i is obtained from measurement results in previous research. Here, the tolerance
value is set to ±5i to moderate outlier rejection (statistically, for normally distributed data, 99.7% of
data will be in the range of
±3i).
(5) To estimate the position of an object in 3D space, three or more valid distances are required.
Therefore, after validating the measured distances, if the number of valid distances is 3, then the
position of the speaker is updated. Otherwise, the update is postponed until the required number of
valid distances can be obtained.
Figure 11 shows localization performance after implementing the outlier rejection procedure.
In these figures, only the data of estimated position for one revolution are shown. Despite this,
the performance was evaluated from several revolutions data. For real life navigation of autonomous
vehicles, this system can be combined with an odometer to provide additional information to validate
and determine the position in between data updates. Thus, data gaps, due to outlier rejection, can be
accommodated. This approach is also widely used for GPS-based navigation system, e.g., the system
used in [34].
Position errors relative to object moving speed are shown in Figure 12. Where  was between
0.3–1.3 rad/s, the position error was around 20 mm. This performance is better than that reported in
another experiment [28]. Even for faster moving objects, the measured errors were smaller than that
previously reported. Beside the advantage of using a spread spectrum approach, the main reason for
this difference in performance was related to the system configuration. In that previous report, they
used a GPS configuration (passive mobile system), while in our system, we used an inverse-GPS
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configuration (active mobile system). The main limitation of passive systems for localization of a
moving object is that simultaneous measurement of distance cannot be guaranteed [21]. Usually, the
distances are measured one at a time; in between measurements, the object has moved on from one
measuring point to another. As a result, there is a high dependency between positioning accuracy and
object moving speed. The faster the object moves, the more positioning accuracy deteriorates.
Figure 11. Localization of an object moving in a circular path with variable velocity.
(a)  = 0.3 rad/s; (b)  = 0.7 rad/s; (c)  = 1.0 rad/s; (d)  = 1.3 rad/s.
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In [28], two different frequencies were used for the ultrasonic positioning system. This system has
both the advantage of a faster measurement time and minimized problems with simultaneous
measurement. However, because four beacons were used, it means that two successive measurements
were still needed to get all four distances, thus the problem of simultaneous measurements is retained.
This could contribute to increased position inaccuracy in such a system, as the angular velocity of the
object increases.
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Figure 12. Relation of angular velocity of moving object and the localization error.

An active system does, however, have its limitations. There is a problem related to network
infrastructure as the number of mobile station increases and also a privacy issue [21]. This, however, is
not an issue here, because the system is used for navigation or other possible applications with limited
numbers of mobile stations. In any event, privacy may not be a critical issue for those applications.
Another important issue is related with the possibility of performance degradation for application at
a wider area and at a higher moving speed. Even though performance evaluation of the proposed
method was conducted in a relatively small area, the obtained results show that the accuracy of the
moving object localization is close to the accuracy of the distance measurement. Based on this result
and also the results from our previous work [27], the proposed method is expected to work well at a
wider area without significantly decreasing the performance. With respect to moving speed, there is no
clear trend from the plot shown in Figure 12. However, considering high accuracy at the current
highest speed (~1.3 m/s), it is plausible that the proposed method also has a possibility to be applied at
a higher speed. Indeed, the speeds used in this experiment are sufficient for general agricultural
application and, therefore, may not be a critical issue here.
5.3. The Influence of Noise
For real life applications in agriculture, background noise is likely to be present. Intense noises may
come from a variety of sources, especially agricultural machinery [35]. Thus, it is necessary to
evaluate the performance of the proposed method in the presence of noise. We tested localization
performance at various noise levels (i.e., at variable sound SNR values) ranging from 0 to −30 dB.
We also compared the performance for both stationary and moving objects.
When the object was stationary (Figures 13(a) and 14(a)), the object could be accurately localized,
with or without compensation, up to a −25 dB noise level. Clear identification of the signal was
achieved as the high correlation SNR indicates. However, for a moving object (Figures 13(b) and 14(b)),
for the non-compensated system, there was a very low correlation SNR. On the other hand, although
there was some decrease in the correlation SNR for the compensated system compared to when the
object was not moving, it still accurately localized the moving object. This indicates that the presence
of background noise did not significantly interfere with the performance of the system with the
Doppler shift compensation. The background noise limit that the system could tolerate was −25 dB.
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Beyond this value, interference to the system was too large, regardless of whether the object was
stationary or moving.
Figure 13. Correlation SNR for compensated and non-compensated system: (a) stationary;
(b) moving object (0.2 m/s).
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Figure 14. Correlation SNR for compensated and non-compensated system: (a) stationary;
(b) moving condition (0.8 m/s).
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6. Conclusions
This paper evaluates an alternative solution for localizing a moving object by using a spread
spectrum sound-based positioning system with Doppler shift compensation. By taking advantage of a
spread-spectrum approach, which is capable of precise distance measurements; and an active mobile
architecture, experimental results demonstrate that the proposed system can achieve high positioning
accuracy. Investigations also indicate that the proposed system can tolerate background noise up to
−25 dB without compromising accuracy. To further improve the current system, estimation of the
position using filtering methods, such as a Kalman filter or a particle filter, could be investigated. For
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practical applications, the limitation of the proposed system in terms of the position updating rate
could be overcome by integration with an odometer and/or inertial measurement unit. Another
important issue is about the scalability of the system for wider area (i.e., using more devices). In this
case, the development of an auto-calibrated system is highly required and will be a point of interest for
further improvement.
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